
VOEvents 
for Solar System Sciences

• Three needs identified (Cecconi et al., 2018arXiv181112680):  
(a) The capability to specify the only target name as a location. It can 
be a planet, a satellite, a comet, a moon, a spacecraft, a rover, etc. 
Standard names should be used here, such as IAU names for natural 
bodies.  
(b) The capability to specify the location using a planetary body 
reference frame, or in a reference frame related to an object in the Solar 
System.  
(c) The capability to specify a time range, with a start and end time. 

• It is proposed to:  
- define reference frames in the VOEvent (or name community well-
known ones), as proposed by STC. 
- allow solar system body names (from using standard IAU) as positions.  
- define a time interval element
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• Notes:  
- The current list of allowed coordinate system 
names is too restrictive (and difficult to extend with 
all cases).  
- The list of coordinate systems that should be used 
in the VOEvent should be maintained outside the 
VOEvent standard (pass the ball to semantics?) 

• Enhance contributor element with ivorn, altIdentifier 
(for ORCID or ROR id) and role (from Datacite 
Metadata Schema 4.3)
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• Proposed V2.1:  
- allow to define AstroCoordSystem (TimeFrame and SpaceFrame). List 
of valid identifiers is removed.  
- added “ivorn”, “altIdentifier” and “role” attributes in contributor 
element (*) 
- added “ucd” and “pos_unit” attributes to positional coordinate value 
elements. 
- added positional error in 2D and 3D, in addition to the Error2Radius 
element. 
 
(*) Not applied to contactName (although it would be nice), since it 
would be incompatible with the IVOA Resource Metadata specification. 

• The new XML Schema is backward compliant: previous valid XML 
VOEvents should be valid with the new schema. 



VOEvent document  
content update

• Some links and tools are outdated or disappeared from google…  
Now using peer-reviewed references (and/or URL was footnotes) 

• Added paragraphs on Solar System needs, and new concepts 
defined. 

• Including the schema is questionable:  
The XML Schema is not normative (explicitly written), but since it 
is in the document, it has been used to validate VOEvents in 
brokers, thus blocking further some features not present in the 
schema.  

• Pull Request of version 2.1 of VOEvent doc submitted on Github



Added ChangeLog



ContactName and contributor => Name type



Removed idValues restriction, and included AstroCoordSystem definitions

Added annotations



Added TimeInterval in addition to TimeInstant



Added Error2 in addition to Error2Radius
Added coord_value (with attributes unit, ucd)



All C1, C2, C3 are coord_value type



Added TimeFrame, SpaceFrame…



… Name and contributorRole types


